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A rock the size of a vending machine slammed into the shield generator with a percussive boom. The space truck shuddered from the impact.

Francesca Flores, the driver, checked her side mirror. Where her shield module had been, she saw only snapped power conduits spraying globs of green plasma from a meteor-shaped hole. Jagged ends of broken pipes poked out of the gash like the teeth of a monster in need of a good orthodontist.

The next meteor to strike her ship was no larger than a grocery-store squash, but without her shield, she was defenseless. The meteor disappeared into the tangled mess of pipes and exploded deep inside.

A groan of shearing metal reverberated through the hull. With slow majesty, the left wing separated from the main body of the ship. It drifted away, doomed and driverless. Fran was now piloting only half a truck.

*Pop! Pop! Pop!*

Those were escape pods. Her passengers were abandoning ship.

It was a little late for this, but Fran picked up her radio and flipped it to the intercom:

“Ladies and gentlemen, this is your driver speaking. We seem to have encountered a stretch of rocky road. By company policy, I am encouraged to remind you that your safety is not guaranteed. Please utilize the nearest escape pod if you wish to discontinue your flight.”

The announcement was followed by a few more pops, then silence. They had abandoned her. Fran felt so relieved.
From here on out, the failure would be her own. She wouldn’t have to share it with anyone, wouldn’t have to comfort anyone, wouldn’t have to face anyone else’s disappointment when she gave up on the flight.

And even as she drove into the clear, leaving the meteor swarm behind her, she knew she would be giving up on this flight. Half her truck had been swallowed by the meteors. She had no cannons and no shields. Her last engine was coughing black smoke. She knew when to cut her losses.

Actually, the smart time to cut her losses would have been before she got hit by meteors.

Fran sighed and switched her radio over to the police channel. “Breaker breaker, doughnut shakers. This here’s Ladybug. Any smokey got ears on? Over.”

The reply was tinny and artificial. “This is the Galactic Spaceway Patrol. Go ahead, Ladybug.”

Fran was pretty sure this was a robosmokey, although it was hard to tell the difference between a real voice talking into a bad microphone and an artificial voice designed to sound like a real voice talking into a bad microphone.

“I need a sweeper to pick up some popcorn on Route 135.”

“Roger that. What’s your twenty?”

“Just look for the big meteor shower with the little bits of broken spaceship in it.”

“Ha ha,” said the robosmokey, indicating it had been programmed to recognize humor but not to appreciate it. “That could be anywhere on Route 135. What’s your twenty?”

Fran checked her road atlas. “I’m about twelve hours from Corp Inc Warehouse ABX-219.”

“Alpha, bravo, X-ray, two, one, niner. I copy.”

“Roger that.”

“Dispatching roadside assistance to pick up your escape pods. Do you need a pickup yourself, Ladybug?”

“No thanks,” said Fran. “I can coast in from here.”
silences can be quite expressive. “Oh,” said Fran. “Well, I don’t mind talking with passengers. It’s just that—”

“I’m crew.”

“What?”

“I’m crew,” the alien said. “I signed on as a member of your crew.”

“Well, yes . . .” admitted Fran. All passengers on a Corp Inc ship were listed as crew because they were Corp Inc employees en route to a job site. They really didn’t do much on the ship except sleep, play cards, and—when the need arose—run screaming for the escape pods. Occasionally one of them could be persuaded to help her fix a leaky plasma conduit, but when it came to facing the cruelties of the universe, Fran was on her own.

And she liked it that way.

“Look—What’s your name?”

“Wally.”

“Wally? I’m Francesca.”

“Hello, Francesca. Pleased to meet you.”

“Um, yeah. Look, Wally, this truck is not going to finish the trip. I’ve lost too many pieces. I’m just gonna coast toward the nearest warehouse and maybe take a nap. There’s nothing here for you to do, so you might as well take an escape pod and catch a ride with the cops. You’ll get where you’re going a lot faster.”

“But I don’t know where I’m going.”

“Well, if you stay with me, you’ll go nowhere.”

“Would I not be going to this warehouse you spoke of?”

“Yes,” said Fran. “But it’s in the middle of nowhere.”

“That sounds like a good place to start. I have been reading about how to become an actor. One of the stories begins like this: ‘I was working at a truck stop in the middle of nowhere, when these film execs drove up in a space limousine.’”

“Oh, yeah,” said Fran. The waitress with the perfect face for the role, the carpenter who’s asked to read a few lines during auditions, the comedian the director finds in the seedy dive bar—Fran had
heard plenty of stories about someone finding a back door to stardom, but she didn’t believe them. Fran suspected the back door was probably padlocked. And guarded by attack dogs.

“Listen,” she said, “hanging out with truckers isn’t a way to get anywhere. Trust me, ordinary people aren’t the ones who make it big in this galaxy. You got to have connections if you want to be a big star.”

“But I do not wish to be a big star. I wish to be an actor.”

“Not a hydrogen-fusing, radiation-spewing star,” Fran said. “I mean a movie star.”

“I am familiar with the idiom, I assure you. But galaxy-wide fame is not my dream. My dream is much simpler.”

And this was it: the big moment where the slimy alien—Wally—was going share his deep innermost dreams. His eyes were staring into the future with all the wistfulness that two bulbous black orbs could muster. And Fran didn’t want to hear it. Wally could stuff his dreams. He could stuff his hopes and fears, too, for that matter. Fran didn’t give a damn about any of it.

“Dreams are for losers,” she said. And then she realized she’d said it out loud.

“Pardon me?” Wally asked.

“I said … oh, never mind. Look, I have a lot of work to do. This isn’t a good time for me. Understand? It’s not you. It’s me. So now that we’ve got that out of the way, I think you should leave. Let me show you to an escape pod.”

Wally stood unmoving, unblinking for half a minute—although, as the silence stretched, it seemed as though time had stopped, as though he would stand silently staring at her forever.

Fran thought she might tackle him, or scream, or … or anything to make time start flowing again. Then Wally drooped his head and said, “Thank you. I can find the way myself.”

With a sad shuffle of tentacles, the alien slithered out of her pilot cabin, and just like that he was gone from her life—gone except for a pathetic trail of mucous leading to the nearest escape pod.